FAST AND FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION

The flexible
distribution system
Laptops, production materials or medications must be
securely locked away and protected against unauthorized access until they are collected by the recipient.
The solution: TANmode EXPRESS
Easy and fast deposit of important things using the
EXPRESS app
The recipient will automatically receive an email/
SMS, consisting of a locker number and pick-up
code
Laborious and time-consuming checking for
notification of the recipient is eliminated
No waiting times at the terminal thanks to direct
assignment of lockers
No wiring, even small installations can be operated
and easily expanded
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TANmode EXPRESS
STORAGE SYSTEMS
FAST AND FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATION
The application TANmode Express can be used

automatically receives an SMS/email with his 4-digit

without expensive additional equipment, only a

access code (TAN) to open the cabinet and can pick

smartphone is needed. TANmode EXPRESS can be

up the goods at any time. By direct assignment of a

used with an app (available for IOS and Android)

deposit box and receiving the TAN, the recipient can

or via the web-based version. To check the access

pick up the content directly, without a laborious log-

authorization, a log-in using the access data stored

in procedure beforehand.

in the TAN Cloud is required.
Recipient data is stored in the TAN Cloud database
The operator selects an empty deposit box to use.

and periodically synchronized with the application.

This is done either by scanning the affixed QR code,
or by direct selection on the website. For easy identi-

Since the locks are operated wirelessly, cumberso-

fication of free compartments, the LED on the locks

me management via a central terminal is eliminated.

flashes green at regular intervals.

Thus, even small installations can be operated and
easily expanded. The cabinets are operated offline

After selecting the desired recipient, the operator

and are therefore protected against manipulation

receives a 2-digit opening code and deposits the

through the internet.

corresponding items in the locker. The recipient
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EXPRESS			

app-based

web-based

online locker administration
compatible with mobile devices
user-friendly interface
multiple logins for administration
multiple active accounts at a time
locks can be assigned to users for
TAN messaging
TAN messaging to user by email
TAN messaging to user by SMS *1
TAN free of charge per lock/year 			

unlimited

unlimited

locks can be grouped
warranty in month *2			
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Android, iOS
suitable for all common operating systems
locker selection by menu
QR code scan

+
EXPRESS+
EXPRESS+ LiveBox

			

faster and more secure operation

EXPRESS+ offers the advantage that the LIVEBOX directly submits the availability of a locker.
Allocated lockers are visually displayed and cannot be chosen. User and assignment data are available in real time. More detailed information about the LIVEBOX can be found on page 8.

*1: Additional costs can occur.
*2: No liability for active internet connection.
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+

The LiveBox
upgrades EXPRESS
to EXPRESS+
When you combine TANmode EXPRESS with the LiveBox,
the LiveBox issues a direct notification to the TAN Cloud
as soon as the recipient has opened the locker.
This provides you with a detailed overview of
your locker assignment. You can clearly see
which slots are in use and which are available.
The system also continuously monitors and
displays the battery status for each lock.
All you need to run the LiveBox is a power supply and
network connection, that’s it. The LiveBox and the individual lockers communicate via encrypted infrared link.
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Customized locker unit
Besides the engineering we offer complete locker units.
Create your individual design.

Choose from a range of materials and colors.
Freely selectable compartment sizes
Locker sizes can also be retrofitted later
Fronts made from steel, optionally HPL
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Flow Chart BeCode TANmode EXPRESS (+)

Locker + user
management

Operator employees
opertating lockers
and users

Database

User

Lock

TAN is generated
in real-time

SMS
TAN is sent to

User
(recipient)
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Operator connects user with a free cabinet

2-digit TAN for opening the locker is
displayed on the smartphone
Packages/items can be stored into the locker
Information request and
automatic code request

LIVE
BOX

User opens locker
und removes items
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